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ABSTRACT

age the increase of the processing power of modern multisocket multi-core processors to maximize performance and
efficiently service incoming queries over growing datasets.
Typically, the execution engine of a DBMS uses a single
logical thread for short-lived latency-sensitive transactional
queries. Long-running operations, such as complex transactional queries or analytical queries, may be parallelized using more logical threads. For highly concurrent workloads,
simply issuing logical threads and leaving scheduling to the
operating system (OS), leads to high creation costs and numerous context switches. The latter are incurred by the OS
time sharing policy that balances the usage of a limited number of available hardware contexts among a higher number
of threads using time slices [2, 25].
For resource management, including CPU, DBMS typically employ a query admission control to limit the number
of processed queries. A query admission control, however,
is a mechanism that operates on a per-query level, and can
only indirectly avoid an excessive number of threads. It
does not control resource utilization of queries after they
have been admitted. Task scheduling [2, 6, 10, 13, 21] is
a more appealing solution, as it uses a number of threads
to process all operations for the whole run-time of an application. Tasks, which encapsulate operations, are stored
in task pools, and worker threads are employed by the task
scheduler to process the tasks. Task scheduling can be a
complementary solution to query admission control, or even
an alternative if tasks can be prioritized (see Section 4).
Moreover, task scheduling is well-suited for the recent
wave of main-memory DBMS that forfeit disk-based storage in favor of performance. By removing I/O bottlenecks,
main-memory DBMS can focus completely on optimizing
CPU and memory utilization. Task scheduling can prove a
powerful tool for main-memory DBMS, as it can automate
the efficient usage of CPU resources, especially of modern
shared-memory multi-core processors [2, 10, 13, 32], and can
help developers easily parallelize database operations.
Recent popular task scheduling frameworks include the
OpenMP API [3, 10] and Intel Thread Building Blocks (TBB)
[2]. Their main advantage is that developers express partitionable operations, that can be parallelized with a variable
number of tasks, using a high level of abstraction such as
data parallelism. The high level of abstraction helps to automatically adjust the task granularity of analytical parti-

Task scheduling typically employs a worker thread per hardware context to process a dynamically changing set of tasks.
It is an appealing solution to exploit modern multi-core
processors, as it eases parallelization and avoids unnecessary context switches and their associated costs. Naı̈vely
bundling DBMS operations into tasks, however, can result
in sub-optimal usage of CPU resources: highly contending
transactional workloads involve blocking tasks. Moreover,
analytical queries assume they can use all available resources
while issuing tasks, resulting in an excessive number of tasks
and an unnecessary associated scheduling overhead.
In this paper, we show how to overcome these problems
and exploit the performance benefits of task scheduling for
main-memory DBMS. Firstly, we use application knowledge
about blocking tasks to dynamically adapt the number of
workers and aid the OS scheduler to saturate CPU resources.
In addition, we show that analytical queries should issue a
low number of tasks in cases of high concurrency, to avoid
excessive synchronization, communication and scheduling
costs. To achieve that, we maintain a concurrency hint,
reflecting recent CPU availability, that partitionable analytical operations can use as a limit while adjusting their
task granularity. We integrate our scheduler into a commercial main-memory column-store, and show that it improves
the performance of mixed workloads, by up to 12.5% for
analytical queries and 370% for transactional queries.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In the era of big data, the key evaluation criterion for
database management systems (DBMS) is their performance
when evaluating an ever-increasing number of on-line analytical processing (OLAP) and on-line transactional processing (OLTP) queries. The challenge for DBMS is to lever-
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tionable operations, such as aggregations or hash-joins. The
high level of abstraction, however, also turns out to be a
disadvantage, as it cannot be used straightforwardly by already developed applications. Integration into a commercial
DBMS would require a re-write of large portions of code,
which is a process with significant cost and time considerations. Moreover, partitionable operations in commercial
DBMS typically define their task granularity independently,
without the use of a central mechanism for data parallelism.
This is the common case, as optimizing the granularity of a
single DBMS paritionable operation alone involves considerable research effort (see [12], for example, for partitioning in
hash-joins). In this paper, we show how to adjust task granularity in a main-memory DBMS, in a non-intrusive manner,
without the need of a high level of abstraction. We supply
partitionable operations with a hint reflecting recent CPU
availability, that can be used to adjust their task granularity. Our experiments show that when partitionable operations use this concurrency hint, overall performance for
analytical and mixed workloads is significantly improved.
Furthermore, recent task schedulers, e.g. Intel TBB, use a
fixed number of worker threads, equal to the number of hardware contexts. This is a standard technique to avoid overcommitment of CPU resources. The fixed concurrency level,
however, is only suited for CPU-intensive tasks that rarely
block [2]. We show that tasks in DBMS often block due
to synchronization, especially in heavily contending OLTP
workloads. Thus, the fixed concurrency level can result in
under-utilization of CPU resources in DBMS workloads. In
this paper, we show how the task scheduler can detect the
inactivity periods of tasks and dynamically adapt its concurrency level. Our scheduler gives control to the OS of
additional workers when needed to saturate CPU resources.

a commercial main-memory DBMS, and how we apply our
task scheduler to SAP HANA. Next, we present the general
architecture of our scheduler in Section 4, how we handle
blocking tasks using a flexible concurrency level in Section
5, and how we use concurrency hints to aid task creators of
partitionable operations adapt their task granularity in Section 6. In Section 7, we show our experimental evaluation.
Finally, in Section 8, we present our conclusions.

2.

RELATED WORK

Task scheduling for parallel programs and parallel systems
is a broad field of research. Early related work focuses on
static scheduling [19, 23], which is typically done at compile time and assumes that basic information about tasks
(such as processing times, dependencies, synchronization,
and communication costs) and the target machine environment are known in advance. Given perfect information, a
static scheduling algorithm attempts to produce the optimal assignment of tasks to processors, that ideally balances
their loads and minimizes scheduling overheads and memory referencing delays [20]. Perfect information, however,
is hard to obtain for modern shared-memory multiprocessors and modern applications where tasks may be generated
dynamically and at a fast pace. For example, queries in
a DBMS arrive dynamically, and information about them
can only be estimated, often with high relative errors. More
recent related work focuses on dynamic scheduling, which
is done on-the-fly at run-time [23, 35, 38]. Dynamic task
scheduling does not require information about supplied tasks
a priori, has less overhead than static scheduling, and provides automatic load-balancing and improved portability between different hardware architectures [27]. Dynamic task
scheduling may also use run-time measurement to re-adapt
scheduling decisions [30, 33, 38] for better data locality [38]
or NUMA (non-uniform memory access) awareness [11, 34].
Our work studies the practical application and evaluation
of dynamic task scheduling for the specific case of a mainmemory DBMS on a single shared-memory multiprocessor
machine. We focus on the minimization of context switches,
handling blocked tasks, and adjusting task granularity for
highly concurrent workloads, and leave optimizations for
data locality and NUMA awareness for future work.
The common design of recent dynamic task schedulers
involves task pools where tasks are submitted dynamically
at run-time, and the scheduler employs a set of threads to
work on the tasks [21]. There are two main categories of
task schedulers [16]: breadth-first schedulers [31] and workfirst schedulers [13] with various work-stealing techniques [6,
28, 32, 34] for load-balancing and improved predictability in
real-time applications [27]. In breadth-first schedulers, when
a task is created, it is placed in the task pools and the parent task continues execution. In work-first schedulers, the
thread of the parent task switches to execute child tasks,
for potentially better data locality [13]. Our scheduler combines both approaches: when a task generates a group of new
tasks, the parent thread takes upon one of the new tasks,
following the work-first approach, while the rest of the tasks
are dispatched to the task pools, following the breadth-first
approach, for load-balancing.
Hoffmann et al [21] provide a survey on different task
pool implementations. Distributed task pools with stealing
achieve best performance, as they minimize synchronization
overheads and stealing amends load-balancing issues. We

Contributions. We apply task scheduling to a commercial main-memory DBMS. Our experiments show the benefits of using task scheduling for scaling up main-memory
DBMS over modern multi-socket multi-core processors, to
efficiently evaluate highly concurrent analytical and transactional workloads. Our main contributions are:
• We show that a fixed concurrency level for task scheduling is not suitable for a DBMS, as tasks often block,
especially in highly contending OLTP workloads. Our
scheduler adapts its concurrency level, by detecting
blocked tasks, and giving control to the OS of additional worker threads to saturate CPU resources.
• We show that using a hint reflecting recent CPU availability helps to adjust the task granularity of partitionable analytical operations. The concurrency hint
improves overall performance significantly in cases of
high concurrency, by reducing costs related to communication, synchronization and book-keeping.
• We show how we integrate our task scheduler into SAP
HANA [18], a commercial main-memory DBMS. We
show that our task scheduler improves the performance
of highly concurrent analytical workloads (TPC-H [5])
by up to 16%, and of highly concurrent mixed workloads by up to 12.5% for analytical queries (TPC-H)
and 370% for transactional queries (TPC-C [4]).
Paper organization. In Section 2, we present related
work. In Section 3, we give an overview of SAP HANA,
2

follow a similar approach for our scheduler. Johnson et al
[22] decouple contention management from scheduling and
load management, to combine the advantages of spin and
blocking locks. Our scheduler is not concerned with how
locks are used, but uses the information about blocked tasks
to dynamically adjust its concurrency level.
In highly concurrent analytical workloads with a large
number of partitionable operations issuing tasks, granularity
of tasks plays an important role in communication, synchronization, and scheduling costs [1, 14, 15, 26, 28]. Our experimental results corroborate these observations for mainmemory DBMS. While we address workloads with longrunning analytical queries as well as short-running OLTPqueries, we cannot rely on special implementations to avoid
locking as proposed in [39]. Recent task scheduling frameworks such as OpenMP [3, 10] and Intel Thread Building
Blocks [2] regulate task granularity by requiring the developer to express parallelism in a higher-level abstract manner
and use this information. We assume that there is no central mechanism for data parallelism, and that partitionable
operations define their task granularity independently. We
use a concurrency hint, reflecting recent CPU availability,
to adjust the task granularity of partitionable operations.

3.

query execution plans. Scalability on every node is achieved
through multi-threaded algorithms that exploit data parallelism inherent in many database operations. These algorithms are implemented with a special focus on hardwareconscious design and high scalability on modern multi-core
processors. Furthermore, quick response times for shortrunning queries is provided by an efficient session management and client interface [24].
Although the architecture of SAP HANA enables the loose
coupling of all components and their selective leverage, the
components are independent as far as execution is concerned.
Some components use their own thread pools, while they
assume they can fully exploit system resources, unaware of
concurrent operations of other components. The three major thread pools are the following. (1) The Dispatcher is a
simple task graph scheduler used typically for parallelizing
partitionable analytical operations. (2) The Executor is a
task graph scheduler that processes plans of operations that
can potentially be distributed across machines. Plan nodes
can use the Dispatcher for parallelizing on one machine. (3)
The Receivers are threads that process received network requests. Short-running transactions are typically completely
executed within a Receiver. For more complex transactions,
longer analytical or distributed queries, the Receiver uses
the Executor, which in turn uses the Dispatcher.
The independence of these three thread pools poses several problems. Firstly, when all thread pools are active, the
number of logical threads may surpass available hardware
contexts, over-committing CPU resources and resulting in
context switching costs. Secondly, DBMS administrators
can be confused while configuring how many threads each
pool should use. A good configuration is highly dependent
on the workload. Thirdly, developers need to learn three different thread implementations, and battle with parallelizing
their operations across each one of them. We design our new
scheduler to address the aforementioned issues, and better
scale up on a single shared-memory multiprocessor system
by integrating the different thread pools of SAP HANA.
Our scheduler constitutes a new component in the general architecture of a DBMS (see Figure 1), and is orthogonal to other components such as the Persistency Layer or
the Transaction Manager. It is important to note that our
scheduler does not compromise any transactional correctness
or persistency semantics.

OVERVIEW OF SAP HANA

SAP HANA is a commercial main-memory DBMS, that
aims to efficiently support OLTP and OLAP workloads [18].
It supports a multitude of data formats and provides facilities for an extensive spectrum of enterprise applications,
under a flexible and componentized architecture [17].
The DBMS architecture is depicted in Figure 1, (see [18,
36] for an overview). SAP HANA provides four main-memory
storage engines: a column-store, suited for OLAP-dominant
and mixed workloads, a row-store, suited for OLTP-dominant
workloads [37], as well as a graph engine and a text engine
[18]. The transaction manager uses multi-version concurrency control (MVCC) [36]. Further components provide
extensions for enterprise applications, and various application interfaces such as SQLScript and calculation models.
In this architecture realizing parallelism is the key to good
scalability. For scaling out, SAP HANA supports distributed
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To support fast scheduling of all heterogeneous generalpurpose tasks, we opt for a dynamic task scheduler that
does not require or process any a priori execution information about the tasks, except for potentially a directed acyclic
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order of execution. The DAG can take any form, with the
only restriction of having a single root node. This does not
prevent the creation of single-node graphs. Each node in the
task graph can contain any piece of code. A node can potentially spawn a new task graph, or issue itself again to the
scheduler. The developer is free to co-ordinate synchronization among tasks, since we take care to maintain a flexible
concurrency level (see Section 5). Optionally the developer
can assign a priority for the task graph, which results in a
decreased or increased probability of being chosen for execution. The developer then dispatches the root node to the
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Figure 1: The general database architecture of SAP
HANA. Our new scheduler integrates the three
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general query execution is CPU-bound or memory-bound.
Heavy I/O operations, such as savepoints, are only done periodically and in the background to minimize the disruption
of the general performance of the database [18]. Thus, I/Obound operations are traced mainly inside the persistence
or network layer.
The most significant difficulties we encountered were propagating exceptions in the task graph to the creator thread
that may wait for the task graphs associated with a query,
and inheriting thread-local storage of the creator thread to
the workers handling nodes of the task graph. Thread-local
storage in SAP HANA is used to store the transactional
MVCC details of the query, which are used by the Transaction Manager (see Figure 1).
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Figure 2: The data structures used by the scheduler.

scheduler, and he can wait for execution of the task graph
or continue without waiting.
The scheduler maintains two sets of queues, depicted in
Figure 2. The first set contains one queue per priority and
holds the root nodes of the submitted graphs that have not
yet been initiated for execution. The second set contains
queues that hold the non-root nodes to be executed. The
second set actually constitutes the main distributed task
pools for our scheduler. The task pools can further be sorted
by node depth, in order to favour execution of deep-running
graphs, or by the timestamp of the owning query, in order
to favour execution of earliest queries. For our experiments,
we sort the task pools by node depth, because resourceintensive queries tend to create deep-running graphs, and
we take care to finish these queries early, in order to free up
the resources such as the memory.We use distributed task
pools to reduce synchronization contention. Currently, we
create as many task pools as the number of sockets. More
task pools can also be created if the number of hardware
contexts in one socket is high and results in synchronization
contention for the task pool. Each worker thread is assigned
to a specific task pool in a round-robin fashion according to
its ordinal identifier. If the worker thread finds its assigned
task pool empty, it starts querying other task pools, in a
round-robin fashion, and steals tasks [21].
When the task pools are empty, a free worker retrieves
a root node from the queues of priorities, with a probability that favours prioritized root nodes. This probability is
configurable, in order to prevent starvation of root nodes
with low priorities. We note that in our experiments of Section 7, all tasks have the same priority. After executing the
root node, the worker thread continues executing the first
descendant for better data locality, while the rest of the
descendants are dispatched randomly to the task pools for
load-balancing. When the task pools are not empty, a free
worker retrieves his next task from the task pools. When a
non-root node is executed, the worker checks which descendants are ready for execution, takes upon the first of them
and dispatches the rest to the task pools.

Scheduling policies. The design with the two sets of
queues allows us to provide different scheduling policies. Our
default policy dictates that a free worker thread should retrieve its next task from the task pools, if they are not empty,
with a high probability. In our experiments, this probability is set to maximum (1.0). Thus, new graphs are initiated after older graphs have completed. This policy favours
throughput over latency, and takes care to finish earlier initiated graphs that may hold resources, such as memory, before initiating new graphs. The administrator, however, may
want to be fair to the latencies of all incoming queries, and
thus we provide him with a setting to decrease the aforementioned probability, so that free worker threads can execute
a root node even if the task pools are not empty. Even
though this policy is more fair for all incoming queries, general performance and throughput is hurt, due to increased
contention from many concurrent queries. Our default policy provides semantics similar to a light-weight admission
control manager for CPU resources. We use the default policy for our experiments, as it provides best results.
Watchdog thread. To control workers, but also to monitor the state of execution, we reserve an additional watchdog thread. The watchdog typically sleeps, but wakes up
periodically to gather information and potentially control
worker threads, similar to the notion of centralized scheduling [20]. We use light-weight mechanisms for monitoring,
based on statistical counters, such as the number of waiting
and executing tasks, how many tasks each worker thread
has executed etc. These counters are updated using atomic
instructions by each worker thread and the watchdog.

5.

DYNAMIC ADJUSTMENT OF CONCURRENCY LEVEL

Typical task schedulers employ a number of worker threads
equal to the number of hardware contexts. This level of
concurrency is suitable for task schedulers whose aim is to
handle CPU-intensive tasks that do not block frequently [2].
Our aim, however, is to integrate already-developed generalpurpose code into tasks. We need to handle tasks that can
include heavy usage of synchronization primitives and locks.
A representative example are highly concurrent and contending transactional workloads, such as TPC-C [4]. When
tasks are inactive, our scheduler takes care to overlap inactivity periods with additional worker threads and saturate
CPU resources. Next, we describe the different states of inactivity that a task can be in, and how our scheduler handles
them, by adapting its concurrency level at run-time.

Integration. Our simple design allows a fast integration of
all three main thread pools of SAP HANA into our scheduler
(see Section 3). Without having to worry about synchronization (see Section 5), we quickly bundle old tasks and generic
blocks of code into tasks for our new scheduler. As is standard for task schedulers [2], we do not bundle I/O-bound
operations into tasks. These operations are executed by separate threads that are handled by the underlying OS scheduler. Since these threads do not reserve any worker threads
from our scheduler, we can keep the system busy with CPUintensive tasks while there are I/O operations. It is easy
to detect I/O-bound operations in main-memory DBMS, as
4

resources. For this reason, we define:
active concurrency level = concurrency level
Blocked Inactive Waiting Parked
in syscall by user for a task Threads
Inactive workers

− inactive workers

Active Watch- Other
workers dog
threads

When threads resume from inactivity, they are considered
again in the active concurrency level, which can at times be
higher than the number of hardware contexts.

Scheduler

Parked threads. In order to fix a high active concurrency
level, the scheduler gets the chance to pre-empt a worker
when it finishes a task. We cannot pre-empt a worker in the
middle of a generic task, as it can be in a critical section
and the consequences are unpredictable. Instead of ending
the thread, we keep it suspended, in a parked state. The
watchdog is responsible for monitoring if the active concurrency level gets low and waking up parked threads. Parked
threads overcome the costs of creating logical threads, which
include the expensive allocation of their stacks.

Figure 3: The scheduler’s types of worker threads.
Blocked workers. The OS scheduler is the first to know
when a thread blocks after a system call for a synchronization primitive. It then cedes the CPU to another thread
waiting for its time slice. If we set a fixed number of worker
threads equal to the number of hardware contexts, blocked
threads will not be overlapped by other threads, as the OS
scheduler does not have knowledge of any other working
threads in our application. This results in under-utilization
of CPU resources, as the OS scheduler could potentially
schedule another worker thread while a worker thread blocks.
Additionally, since we do not know how the developer synchronizes tasks, a fixed concurrency level can lead to potential deadlocks, if the interdependency edges between nodes
are not correctly used. For example, if a node in a task
graph requires a conditional variable from another node at
the same level of the task graph, the latter node may not be
scheduled in time if the nodes in the level are more than the
available hardware contexts. Deadlocks can also happen if
code synchronizes heavily between different task graphs.
To avoid deadlocks and under-utilization of CPU resources,
we argue that a scheduler handling general-purpose tasks
should not use a fixed concurrency level. Our watchdog periodically checks for blocked worker threads, and activates
additional worker threads, that get scheduled by the OS
immediately and overlap the inactivity period. Thus, we
co-operate with the OS by voluntarily adjusting the concurrency level, and giving control to the OS of additional worker
threads when needed to saturate CPU resources. We exploit
both the advantages of task scheduling and the OS scheduler: Task scheduling ensures that the number of working
threads is small enough so that costly context switches are
avoided. By dynamically adjusting the concurrency level, we
exploit the capability of the OS scheduler to quickly cede the
CPU of a blocked thread to a new worker thread.
To detect blocks efficiently, we do not use OS synchronization primitives directly. DBMS typically encapsulate these
in user-level platform-independent data structures. For example, SAP HANA on Linux uses a user-level semaphore
based on atomic instructions, that calls the futex facilities
of Linux when needed. We leverage these user-level synchronization primitives to know when a worker thread is about
to call a potential system call that could block.

Other inactive threads. Apart from blocked and parked
threads, we define two additional states of inactivity. Firstly,
there can be tasks that wait for another task graph. This inactivity state is comparable to OpenMP’s suspend/resume
points (e.g. taskwait) [10], or to TBB’s wait methods (e.g.
wait for all) [2]. Secondly, we give the developer the opportunity to explicitly define a region of code as inactive.
This is useful for code regions that are not CPU-intensive,
such as the I/O-bound commit part of a transaction that
needs to write in the redo log on disk. We note that in
our experiments, we do not specify these I/O-bound parts
of a transactional task as inactive. For both these cases of
inactive threads, a new worker thread is activated immediately if allowed by the active concurrency level, instead
of being activated by the watchdog. We note that while a
worker thread is blocked, parked, or waiting for another task
graph, it is also considered inactive by the OS scheduler. A
code region, however, that is defined by the developer as
inactive, pertains only to our scheduler’s accounting for its
active concurrency level, while the OS considers the relevant
worker thread as runnable and schedules it.
All the aforementioned types of workers are shown in Figure 3. The total number of inactive workers is defined as:
inactive workers = blocked workers
+ inactive by user
+ workers waiting for a task graph
+ parked workers
Avoiding too many active threads. We note that activating additional worker threads in place of inactive workers may not always be optimal. If the inactivity period of
a worker is short, and the newly activated worker begins
executing a large task, then when the first worker returns
from inactivity, there will be two worker threads active. If
this situation is repeated many times, the active concurrency
level can get much higher than available hardware contexts,
leading to context switching costs from the OS scheduler.
For this reason, it is important to handle inactivity states
carefully. The inactivity states where the developer specifies a code region as inactive, and where a task waits upon
another task, are typically not too short. These inactivity
states lower the active concurrency level, and immediately
activate additional worker threads that increase the active
concurrency level up to the number of available hardware

Active concurrency level. We define:
concurrency level = total number of worker threads
The concurrency level is variable. There can be a number of
inactive workers, such as blocked threads, and a number of
active workers. We are mainly interested, however, in keeping the total number of active workers as close as possible to
the number of hardware contexts, in order to saturate CPU
5

contexts. The duration of the inactivity state of blocked
threads, however, is generally unknown, and can be too
short. Thus, blocked tasks are handled differently: they
only lower the active concurrency level, and do not immediately spawn additional workers. The active concurrency
level is increased only when the watchdog checks it periodically and attempts to fix it by activating additional worker
threads, or in case another inactive worker thread resumes
activity in the meanwhile and thus increases the active concurrency level and is allowed to continue working on next
tasks. Thus, too short block periods are typically hidden
between the intervals of the watchdog and of active tasks.
Even in the bad case that the active concurrency level gets
too high, this is quickly fixed when active workers finish
their current tasks and are pre-empted and parked in order
to fix the active concurrency level.
To support our intuition, our experiments with SAP HANA
have an active concurrency level that is most of the time
equal to the number of hardware contexts (see Section 7).
We note that the watchdog interval we use in our experiments is 20ms. We have experimented with larger intervals
as well, but have not noticed significant differences in the
active concurrency level. Nevertheless, in order to avoid
worst-case scenarios, the watchdog can check periodically
if the active concurrency level gets much higher than the
number of hardware contexts.

6.

costs, and the number of hardware contexts of the system.
We should note that the degree of parallelism does not affect
the choice of a query plan of the optimizer in SAP HANA.
In this paper, we are not concerned with how each component calculates task granularity, but with how task granularity affects performance when numerous concurrent queries,
possibly with other partitionable operations, are being processed. The problem we notice is that partitionable operations calculate the number of tasks irrespective of other
concurrent tasks. In the worst case, every operation can dispatch a number of tasks equal to the number of hardware
contexts. Our experiments show that this practice results in
a myriad of tasks in cases of high concurrency, and increased
book-keeping and scheduling costs. Thus, task creators for
partitionable operations need to adjust their task granularity by taking into consideration other concurrent tasks. To
solve this problem, our scheduler provides information about
the state of execution to partitionable operations that they
can use for the calculation of task granularity.
Concurrency hint. If a partitionable operation issues
more tasks than can be handled by free worker threads at
the moment, there is little to no benefit for parallelism, and
redundant scheduling costs. The intuition is that in cases of
high concurrency, when the system is fully loaded and free
worker threads are scarce, partitionable operations should
opt for a very coarse granularity in order to minimize the
number of tasks to be processed.
Our scheduler can provide task creators with information
about the current availability of computing resources, as it
has knowledge of the active concurrency level of the whole
DBMS. Thus, it can give a hint to task creators about the
maximum number of tasks they should create at the moment. The watchdog is responsible for calculating the concurrency hint, which is an exponential moving average of
the free worker threads in the recent past. The free worker
threads and the concurrency hint are defined as:

DYNAMIC ADJUSTMENT OF TASK
GRANULARITY

Partitionable operations can be parallelized using a variable number of tasks. Many analytical operations in a DBMS
fall into this category, e.g. aggregations and hashing. If a
column needs to be aggregated, it can be split into several
parts which can be processed in parallel independently. This
is a classic example of data parallelism using a fork-join programming structure [9].
For this kind of partitionable operations, a number of
tasks lower than the number of available hardware contexts,
i.e. a coarse granularity of tasks, can under-utilize CPU resources. A higher number of tasks (up to the number of
available hardware contexts) means that the partitionable
operation can potentially use more CPU resources and decrease its latency. Using a fine granularity, however, can potentially introduce additional costs for communication, synchronization and scheduling [1, 14, 26]. Thus, a balance is
required for the task granularity.
Task schedulers like Intel TBB [2] can greatly help in case
of partitionable operations. As the developer expresses partitionable operations through higher-level algorithmic structures and data parallelism, the framework employs a centralized mechanism for adjusting task granularity.
In commercial DBMS, however, the majority of partitionable operations do not use a central mechanism for data parallelism. This is the common case because optimizing the
granularity of a single DBMS paritionable operation alone
involves considerable research effort (see [12], for example,
for partitioning in hash-joins).
There are typically distinct components for partitionable
operations that handle data parallelism and granularity independently. In SAP HANA, for example, each partitionable operation employs heuristics to find the right task granularity, based on factors such as data size, communication

free worker threads = max{0, number of hardware contexts
− active concurrency level}
concurrency hint = a ∗ free worker threads
+ (1.0 − a) ∗ previous concurrency hint
where 0 ≤ a ≤ 1.0
Due to the dynamic nature of our workers, which can
change status often and quickly, an average can give better results than an absolute value. For our experiments, we
use an exponential moving average, with equal weight for
the free workers threads of the previous observations and
the currently observed number of free worker threads (i.e.
a = 0.5). The sampling rate is configured at 50ms in our
experiments, which provides reasonable smoothing over the
recent past, and also quickly captures changes in the number
of free worker threads. Due to the fact that the exponential
moving average captures all past observations, we take care
to reset it to the number of hardware contexts when it surpasses a predefined threshold. This threshold is set to 90%
of the number of hardware contexts for our experiments.
Splitting. It can happen that a partitionable operation
gets a low hint. If resources are freed up later on, it will
under-utilize CPU resources. To correct this behaviour, we
follow a strategy similar to the data parallelism concept of
6
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We use the TPC-H benchmark [5] with a scaling 98
factor
99 by
10, stored in a column-store. We measure performance
100
varying the number of concurrent queries, and measuring
101 we
the response time of each variation from the moment
102
issue the queries until the last query returns successfully.
103
Queries are instantiated from the 22 TPC-H query templates
104each
in a round-robin fashion, with the same parameters for
105
query template for stable results, but without query caching.
106
We start measuring from 32 concurrent queries, to include
107
108
109
110
111
112
113

3E+13

Number of tasks (x10000)

79
80 E7Our server has eight ten-core processors Intel Xeon
8870 at 2.40 GHz, with hyper-threading enabled, and81
1 TB
82 L2
of RAM. Each core has a 32KB L1 cache and a 256KB
cache. Each processor has a 30MB L3 cache, shared 83
by all
84 a
its cores. The OS is a 64-bit SMP Linux (SuSE), with
85 in
2.6.32 kernel. Unless stated otherwise, every data point
our graphs is an average of multiple iterations with a86stan87condard deviation less than 10%. Our measurements for
88The
text switches and CPU times are gathered from Linux.
total number of instructions retired are gathered from89Intel
Performance Counter Monitor. For all expriments, we90
warm
91 use
up the DBMS first and there are no thinking times. We
transaction level snapshot isolation with repeatable 92
reads.
93 and
We make sure that all queries and clients are admitted,
94 the
we disable query caching because our aim is to evaluate
95
execution of the queries and not query caching.

all query templates, up to 1024. The results are shown in
Figure 4. In Figure 5, we include performance measurements
for the case of 1024 queries. Our scheduler does not affect
cache-related behaviour significantly and cache miss rate in
all variations stays at similar levels.
Single-Pool-NoSys improves performance of Multiple-Pools
by only 3% for high concurrency. The main improvement
comes from reducing lock contention, as shown by the reduction in system CPU time. The number of context switches
has increased, even though we integrate all thread pools of
Multiple-Pools into a single task scheduler. We attribute
this to the fixed concurrency level. When workers block
on synchronization primitives, the OS does not have knowledge of any additional workers to schedule. It replaces the
SF10-1024-specs2
time slice of a blocked worker with any non-CPU-intensive
the scheduler,
with
J thread, outside
K
L
M a small time
N slice. This O
P
is also reflected in the increased idle CPU time.
Single-Pool, which has a flexible concurrency level, overcomes this problem and improves performance of MultiplePools by 7%. When many worker threads block, the watch-

Context Switches (x10000)

• Single-Hints, which is like Single-Pool, but with the concurrency hint following the exponential moving average of free workers in the recent past. Partitionable
analytical operations adjust their task granularity according to the concurrency hint. This variation77
is the
78
best version of our new scheduler for SAP HANA.

Figure 4: Experiment with TPC-H queries.

Single-Pool
Single-Hints

• Single-Pool, which is like Single-Pool-NoSys, but uses a
flexible concurrency level by assuming workers blocked
on synchronization primitives as inactive.

Number of concurrent queries

Instructions retired

• Single-Pool-NoSys, which integrates the different thread
pools of Multiple-Pools into tasks for our new scheduler.
This variation assumes workers blocked on synchronization primitives as working, and includes them in
the active concurrency level of the scheduler. Also, this
variation defines the concurrency hint as the number
of hardware contexts, to simulate the old behaviour.

32 96160224288352416480544608672736800864928992
128 256
512
1024
32

Average CPU%

• Multiple-Pools, which is the original version of SAP
HANA, with the different thread pools showed in Section 1. This serves as our baseline.
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Multiple-Pools
Single-Pool-NoSys

7.

Response time (sec)

splitting ranges in Intel TBB or the lazy task creation [28].
Each task needs to check the concurrency hint periodically.
If the hint gets high, the task should decide if it should split
into two more nodes. Those two nodes can recursively split
again. At the moment, we have implemented splitting for
the simple cases of aggregations and calculations. Nevertheless, since we are interested in highly-concurrent workloads,
when the system is fully loaded, the absence of splitting for
the rest of partitionable operations does not affect performance significantly in our experiments.

Figure 5: Measurements for the case of 1024 TPC-H
concurrent queries.
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Mixed workload

We measure the performance of the different variations by
running a throughput experiment for 15 minutes for TPCH and TPC-C [4] concurrently on disjoint datasets. This
use case can happen if a hot transactional dataset is copied
on the same server for analytics. Our intention is to see
how each workload behaves when they co-exist on the same
server, and how scheduling affects their performance.
For TPC-C, we use a database of 200 warehouses, stored
in a column-store, 200 clients, and measure the total average
successful new-order transactions per minute (tpmC). Our
TPC-C driver is based on a previous project [29]. Before
every experiment, we re-load our initially generated TPC-C
database, in order for all experiments to start with the same
columnar data and have no data in their delta storages [36].
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Number of waiting tasks
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and book-keeping costs of these bursts of numerous tasks
result in erratic behaviour of the CPU utilization. In contrast, the timeline for Single-Hints presents a much smoother
run-time. The majority of the tasks are issued by all queries
in the beginning of the experiment, and they are gradually
scheduled until the end of the experiment. The CPU utilization line is more stable. Additionally, the flexible concurrency level results in a few more worker threads that raise
the CPU utilization average in comparison to Single-PoolNoSys. Nevertheless, we still note that CPU utilization is
not fully saturated, and we still have idle time.
Thus, we note that the standard scheduling technique of
having an active number of workers equal to the number of
hardware contexts does not fully saturate CPU resources,
since idle CPU time is significant in all variations. A similar observation about idle time has been done in a recent
evaluation of modern column-stores [8]. This is attributed
to the fact that DBMS operations are not purely computationally intensive [7], and the OS can exploit a few more
threads to overlap stalls (e.g. for memory). We plan to investigate how to dynamically raise the active concurrency
level, to minimize idle CPU time, while not deteriorating
context switching costs and cache miss rate.

Number of waiting tasks

Number of hardware contexts

dog issues more worker threads and gives the chance to the
OS scheduler to schedule CPU-intensive worker threads with
new tasks and full time slices. That is reflected in the decreased idle CPU time, and the fewer context switches.
Single-Hints results in the best performance improvement
of Multiple-Pools by 16%. The coarser task granularity leads
to a reduction of the total number of tasks by 86%. We
achieve a significant reduction in unnecessary book-keeping
and scheduling costs, which is reflected in the 16% reduction
of the total number of instructions retired. Furthermore, we
corroborate previous related work that a coarser granularity
results in less costs for synchronization and communication
[1, 14, 26], since system CPU time is further decreased.
We notice the effect of not splitting tasks (see Section
6) for the case of 64 and 128 concurrent queries of Figure
4, where the standard deviation for Single-Hints is up to
30%. In a few iterations, a partitionable operation that got
a low hint was left in the end alone, under-utilizing CPU resources and prolonging response times. We remind that we
have enabled splitting for aggregations and calculations in
SAP HANA, and we plan to enable splitting for more partitionable operations. In our experiments with Single-Hints,
however, all partitionable operations use the concurrency
hint as a limit in order to show the effect of hints for high
concurrency when the effect of not splitting is not obvious.
To better understand the effect of the flexible concurrency
level and hints throughout the whole experiment, we show
the timelines for Single-Pool-NoSys and Single-Hints for the
case of 1024 queries in Figure 6. For Single-Pool-NoSys, we
notice the effect of bursts of too many tasks being issued to
the scheduler. The redundant scheduling, communication,

0
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80
Time (sec)

100

120

Figure 7: Throughput experiments with a mixed
workload, consisting of TPC-H and TPC-C clients
on disjoint datasets. Each experiment involves a
TPC-H throughput (bar with solid color) and a
TPC-C throughput (bar with pattern).

Figure 6: Timelines for Single-Pool-NoSys (above)
and Single-Hints (below), for the case of 1024 concurrent TPC-H queries.
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We turn off merge operations for the column-store [36], in
similar to Section 7.1. This is due to the fact that in TPC-C,
order to avoid unpredictable periods of inactivity due to
many clients contend for modifying common data. A lot of
the TPC-C tables being merged and locked, and achieve a
workers are blocked, and the OS scheduler cannot overlap
stable behaviour for all variations. Due to the absence of
them with other tasks. The flexible concurrency level of
merge operations, we note that the tpmC slowly degrades
Single-Pool corrects this behaviour, processes more tasks,
in every experiment, but as this behaviour is stable for all
and can achieve similar or better performance than Multiplevariations, and because each variation starts the experiment
Pools. This also shows that our light-weight implementation
with the same data and conditions, this does not prevent us
does not hurt the performance of short-lived transactions. It
from comparing the total average tpmC. For TPC-H, we
also reduces the number of context switches in comparison to
use a scaling factor of 10 and vary the number of concurrent
Single-Pool-NoSys, but their number is still higher than that
clients, in order to see the effect that long-running analytical
of Multiple-Pools, as the additional worker threads created
tasks have on the short-lived tasks of TPC-C. Clients issue
due to inactive tasks are more than the threads of Multiplequeries from the TPC-H Q1-Q22 templates in a global (not
Pools, due to the flexible concurrency level.
per client) round-robin fashion, as in Section 7.1. We report
The concurrency hint of Single-Hints results in a significant
the average of TPC-H queries completed per minute. The
reduction of the total number of TPC-H tasks, giving room
results are shown in Figure 7. We note that CPU resources
to TPC-C tasks to be queued up faster in the scheduler. For
are completely saturated for the case of 32 and 64 concurrent
64 concurrent TPC-H clients, Single-Hints improves TPC-H
TPC-H clients, and that standard deviation for some cases
throughput by 12.5% and TPC-C throughput by 370% in
of very low TPC-C throughput is up to 50%. In Figure 8,
comparison to Multiple-Pools, with approximately the same
we show measurements for the case of 64 TPC-H clients.
number of instructions (since the system is fully loaded for
Overall, we observe that increasing the number of concurall variations for the majority of the duration of the experirent TPC-H clients overshadows the TPC-C clients. This is
ment). Note that hints alone do not affect TPC-C queries,
due to the fact that we do not change the number of TPC-C
as they are executed in a single task.
clients in this experiment, and overwhelm the database with
an increasing number of resources-intensive TPC-H clients.
8. CONCLUSIONS
Also, TPC-C queries are typically executed in a single task,
We show how to efficiently employ task scheduling for
while TPC-H queries usually pertain a task graph with mulgeneral-purpose tasks, without a central mechanism for data
tiple tasks. This results in many more tasks for TPC-H than
parallelism, in order to handle both short-lived transactions
TPC-C. This trend serves as motivation to find ways to give
and long-running analytical tasks in highly concurrent workthe DBMS administrator the possibility of favouring either
loads in a main-memory DBMS. Our results are backed up
transactional or analytical queries. Note that we cannot do
by an evaluation on a commercial DBMS: SAP HANA.
this simply with the queues of priorities of our scheduler,
(2)
As transactional
tasks can heavily use synchronization
since Receivers handle all incoming queries in the same way 64-200-specs2
primitives,
we
level of the task
X
Y
Z scheduler.
AA
AB
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AD
AEshow that
AF the concurrency
AG
and W
bundle them
into tasks
for the
scheduler should not be fixed, but be flexible. When worker
81 We observe that Single-Pool-NoSys results in the worst
82 performance, due to its fixed concurrency level. Idle CPU
threads block, more worker threads should be issued, giving
83
control to the OS scheduler of additional tasks to saturate
time reaches 70%, and redundant context switches occur
84
CPU resources. Furthermore, for analytical partitionable
85
operations, we observe that task granularity significantly af700
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Figure 8: Measurements for 64 TPC-H clients.
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